**Alabama State Symbols**

Complete the descriptions about the Alabama state symbols. Then color the pictures. Use the word bank to help you. The descriptions may give you clues on how to color the symbols.

The golden-winged woodpecker is known as the _____________________.

The camellia is Alabama’s state flower; it blooms for nine ________ each year.

The pine cones of Alabama’s Longleaf Pine can grow up to seven ________ long.

Alabama’s state horse is the _________________ Horse. They have a smooth stride.

Alabama’s state fish is the Largemouth Bass, a ____________ colored fish.

Alabama’s state reptile, the ____________ turtle, lives in part-fresh-part-salt water.

---

**Word Bank**

- red-bellied months
- Racking inches
- yellowhammer green

**DISCOVERING ALABAMA! Activity Sheets**

Go to archives.alabama.gov for more information about Alabama!
The golden-winged woodpecker is known as the **YELLOWHAMMER**.

Alabama’s state horse is the **RACKING** Horse. They have a smooth stride.

The camellia is Alabama’s state flower; it blooms for nine **MONTHS** a year.

Alabama’s state fish is the Largemouth Bass, a **GREEN** colored fish.

The pine cones of Alabama’s Longleaf Pine grow seven **INCHES** long.

Alabama’s state reptile, the **RED-BELLIED** turtle, lives in brackish water.

---

**DISCOVERING ALABAMA! Activity Sheets**

Go to archives.alabama.gov for more information about Alabama!